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		Game Servers
GoQuake.com was started in 2005 as an animation and video game blog.  It is now a portal to our gaming interests.  The games listed below are hosted or will be hosted on our dedicated USA East Coast server:


	
Game

	
Server Name


	Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop	ASRD+ GoQuake.com  (A CO-OP server)
	Insurgency: Sandstorm	24/7_Killers+Supply+Waves  (A CO-OP server)
	No More Room in Hell 2	24/7 Hard 8  (An Objective Mode server.  Game scheduled to be released 2024)
	Killing Floor 3	24/7 Hard 6  (An Objective Mode server.  Game scheduled to be released 2024)





We’re occasionally asked how we kept the game servers running smoothly.  The answer is AlwaysUp, a product we have been using since 2011.
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AlwaysUp runs any application (32/64-bit executable, batch file, shortcut, java, perl, etc.) as a Windows Service, monitoring it constantly to ensure 100% uptime.  It will automatically start your application whenever your computer boots, automatically restart your application if it crashes, hangs, or uses too much memory, and do everything in its power to ensure that your application is available 24/7.  No programming is required.

Take advantage of their risk-free 30-day trial and find out for yourself!  Also take advantage of AlwaysUp Web Service, which is a free add-on program for AlwaysUp that allows you to control your deployed applications from your web browser.


Excessive Plus
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Excessive Plus (E+) is the fastest, most explosive 3D Action/Shooter (FPS) Mod in the world.  The latest versions work with Quake III, IoQuake3, and OpenArena.

E+ can be summed up as an “over-the-top” Quake III (Q3/IOQ3) and OpenArena (OA) Modification (Mod) that is often played with super-powerful weapons, no self-damage, regenerating health and ammo, multi-jumps and the awesome ability to move rapidly around a map via the power of your weapon.
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E+ is based on a fully customizable scripting engine with which to create your own server game style and settings.  You can modify the frame-rate independent physics, create complex “if / else” constructs for the map rotation/crontab/callvote files, and create completely new or additive map entity files to change the spawn, ammo, items, and power-up placements on any map.  You can speed up the game, slow it down, set 0 to 12 multi-jumps, modify the rate of weapons fire/reload/cycling, modify weapons damage, recoil, power-ups strengths, and many more options.

This power allows you to take E+ in many directions or precisely replicate the game style of baseoa, defrag, cpma, etc.  Consequently, when some players say they don’t like E+, they are really saying they do not like one or more game styles out of numerous possibilities.

E+ can be played server-side only (that is, download of the Mod is not necessary to play) or client-side (by downloading the full Mod).  It was created in 2001 but was not released until later.  The Mod is based on Dan “Mr. Pants” Schoenblum’s Q3 Excessive Mod which has spawned “Excessive Mods” for other games such as Unreal Tournament/UT2003/UT2004/UT3, Star Trek Voyager: Elite Force and BattleField Vietnam.

 Continue reading “Excessive Plus”


VSP Stats Game Log Processor
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VSP Stats Game Log Processor (VSP) extracts statistical and other data from the log files of games and mods based on id’s Tech 3 engine by utilizing MySQL and PHP.  It then takes the result and creates graphical tables that display a wealth of info such as individual weapon accuracy, kills per games, skill ranking based on ELO, etc.

The original application (created by Myrddin) was broken by Excessive Plus 1.03 back in 2005 and therefore WASP.Beast created a fork to primarily support the Quake III and OpenArena Excessive Plus (E+) Mods.

NOTE:  If you want to display Stats from an id Tech 3 game or mod, other than the Excessive Plus Mod, we strongly suggest that you try Martin Haberfellner’s recent version from Github.

Contact WASP.Killer via STEAM or email if you need any of the six (6) versions of E+ VSP (supporting E+ 1.03 to 2.3).  Please note that none are likely to work with any major or minor version higher than PHP 5.3x and MySQL 5.0x unless you plan to revise the code.
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WASP Clan
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The WASP Clan is a casual group of North and South American and Caribbean gamers who play many Commercial and Open Source Games.  The clan takes its name from the ferocious insects that fight well above their weight limit and has no bearing on the term “White Anglo-Saxon Protestant”.



We are an offshoot of the WASP Clan that played Quake III (Excessive Plus Mod) competitively in the Americas and Europe.

There are no skill or training requirements and anyone is welcome to join.
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The clan was founded as a Quake II gaming clan by an amazing Australian FPS player known as WASP.Term.  He later transitioned the clan to Quake III, finally settling on the Excessive Plus Mod.  The clan went on to become highly respected within the E+ Community.



In April 2007, WASP.Killer took over as Clan Leader and led the WASP Americas and European teams for the next 2 years.  Here is the scoreboard of the game that led WASP.Term to offer him membership.  In the Summer of 2009, he left competitive gaming to start a small, fun based Clan, independent of its Quake III namesake, that played E+ (on OpenArena not Quake III), Urban Terror, and various Steam games.

The clan has played hundreds of Fun Wars, Clan Wars and Tournaments.  Here is the results of one – CTF Round Robin Cup III Tournament.
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IGN Gaming

        Daily Deals: Prince of Persia: The Lost Crown, Xbox Wireless Controller, Persona 3 Reload


Daily Deals: Prince of Persia: The Lost Crown, Razer BlackShark V2, Granblue Fantasy: Relink


The Top 10 WWE Games of All Time


Palia Dev Lays Off 35 Percent of Workers Only a Few Months After Beta Release







Kotaku Gaming

        Dragon’s Dogma 2’s Clock Is Hidden In Plain Sight


Want Your Dragon’s Dogma 2 Pawns To Shut Up? There’s A Mod For That


FF7 Rebirth Combat Tricks, Dragon's Dogma 2 Dragonsplague Help, And More Of The Week's Tips


Destiny 2 Hype, Dragon's Dogma 2 Hate, And More Of The Week's Gaming Opinions







Science Magazine

        Insect poetry, conquering rats, and more stories you might have missed this week


Clearer skies may be accelerating global warming


NSF tests ways to improve research security without disrupting peer review


Australian museum’s plan to cut research draws fire from scientists







Ars Technica

        A frozen lake and several Lamborghinis provide lessons on traction control


Why are there so many species of beetles?


Claims of TikTok whistleblower may not add up


NASA knows what knocked Voyager 1 offline, but it will take a while to fix


$158,000 ALS drug pulled from market after failing in large clinical trial


Apple now allows retro game emulators on its App Store—but with big caveats







Information Week

        FTC’s Impersonation Rule and the Fight Against AI-Powered Fraud


The 3 Things You Need to Modernize Ahead of AI Investment


Tech Company Layoffs: The COVID Tech Bubble Bursts


SASE Architecture: A Checklist for SASE-Savvy Businesses







ITOps Talk

        Introducing our Security 101 course for beginners!


New Storage and Networking MS Learn modules for Windows containers on AKS







Core Technologies’ Blog

        Q&A: Can AlwaysUp Close Dialog Boxes From My Application?


My Google Drive keeps Disappearing. Help!







SANS Internet Storm Center

BrightTALK - Cyber Attacks

ExtremeTech - Computing

Network Computing

TheCyberExpress

ComputerWorld

NetworkWorld

InfoWorld

CIO

CSO
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